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Abstract

The free expansion of jet ideal nonequilibrum plasma is con-
sidered. The outflowing environment consists of the ions, electro-
nes and neutral particles. For numerical simulation the unsteady
equations of plasmadynamics are used. The solution is conducted by
time-dependent computing method with use of modified Godunov
finite-difference scheme on mobile grid. Calculations determine
the conditional boundary of area of continuous flow with sub-
sequent correction of calculating grid. The test calculation of
axisyimetric expansions of three-component one-high-speed
two-temperature plasmas from round nozzle in vacuum and outflows
of plazma from ring orifices are conducted.

Nomenclature

cp,c = specific heat at constant pressure and
constant volume

e = specific internal energy
- = absolute electronic .-. arge Ih = specific enthalpy

= ionization energy

= free run length
M = Mach number

= particle mass
nr = particle number density ( concentration )
p = pressure

= velocity vector
.c  = unive-sals gas constant

St-remperature

, v= . y, aind z f:r J=",2 and 3
.*, - u, v - w ,: -. , ' = ,,, *-.d 3

a = deg-e of ionizatlon
} = ratio of specific heats
p = densl 'y
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Introduction

The stLed 3supersc'rilc jet outflow of ideal nonequillbrum pla-
sma in vacuum was subject of research of many authors. The initial
conditions of task are the parameters on nozzle end faces. In case
of absolute gas the flowfield is unequivocal determined by request
for nozzle end face of Mach number profiles and inclination of ve-
locity vector to axis of symmetry, as well as significance 7. The
outflow of absolute gas corresponds expansion in vacuum of comple-
tely frozen plasma and can be considered as some utmost case of
free expansion of nonequilibrum plasma.

The analytical decision of task in such statement is away
even for absolute gas. The exact decisions being present are rece-
ived by numerical methods [11. The close account of exact and ap-
proximate methods of calculation of free expansion of ideal abso-
lute gas, as well as analysis of results of numerical researches
are present in work [2,3]. The methods advanced for absolute gas,in many cases can form the basis for decision of tasks of plasma
expansion. However in general case the free expansion of nonequi-
librum plasma differs beside of considerable features [4].

Equations of Dlasmadynamic

In general case of equation, which express the laws of
conservation of mass, momentum and energy of system, consisting

rorrm substanc-e and radiation ( in general case nonequilibrum ) are
given in [5,6]. These equations form the system of equations,
which describe the movement of plasma in view of energy, radiation
pressure and radiation heat exchange.

As is marked in [41 for conserning to of low-temperature
LEasma, areas ty -cal for suppressi , number of use, pressure and

density of radiations enery are sma in comparison with gasdy-
namic pressure and interna energy of plasma. Considerable usualis

r:': te plasma h=at exchange. In case, when the maximal relation
': in:.LO speed of radiaton energy to speed of convection transfer
S**"' )  1, -ta.ks of accounts of gasdynamic parameterL andradiations can be divided and to be decided independently or. each

other.
The elementary models of radiating plasmas are the models

r: -c"iClly absolutely thick and thinr environment. From the point: vew of influe--e . plasmadynamics f ner, losses at th-
pe E ia -.l.n -ese models can :b consid-red as the utmos-

-- ....... , tio: ar e away --. op,-cally absolutel[.
S.. ma anc a:-- cal deterined of lo:as parameters of

S.. .t. ticaly a -si.ltey thn on-. These mo:els are applied
A -;: ".:.- .,":fil [11i 1"%-- "_  .: presern-_ed bjr -, g :.,-.:vTi C r a-.aTiet r.-

:1 asma, instead of radiation parameters.
SAt decision o majority of practical tasks of applied asdy-namics 1 plasma appears by ossible application of smple hydro-

S-. : ' : ?.- .F . o.:_ -F ur--r' ,_ u ,ers: 7-.?, r . ! re±Iec haii-

'":: r asC, qu-t--ti.f'.tr.ly s.: i, cr:rent in no-zles

a;e r":e Limi-e oy aprroach of o,'tically absolutely thick...s. ien ther.. i n electrical and magnetic fields the hydro-
'nmi. quato -.. w h equations of continuity, movement (in'. ca ie re -. e-'er and con1llti-.:tns for each of A the com-

onenLt f pasma -ate cIan be recorded in kind [5]:
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aPa 3 a 
(I)

opa 3 . .
(PO (2)

2] ^ pai (e _,]4+q^ ("Pa a * OCval a + a 2.3Qap; (:3).

Pa = Pa(Pa, a)- (4)

Here the summation is proceeded on repeating indexes, Oi j at l.J
and Oi ,j at i=J, 1=1,2,3. The components Qa, qe and Qr - corres-
pond change of a components energy per units of time and unit of
volume in consequence of elastic and inelastic collisions, as
well as radiation. For plasma as a whole

A A A

Z = 0; L 4 = o; (q + e) = o. (5)
a=l1 a=1 a=1

The equation of condition for case of thermally ideal gas is reco-
rded in kind:

Pa = nakTa* (6)

In given work the three-component plasma containing electrons,ions and neutral particles basically condition considers. The ki-netical model for such mixture includes only the processes of ion-
ization and recombination and is described by elementary equation

dn 2

d = kinAne - krneni, (7)dt (7)

where ki and kr - ionization and recombination coefficient.
Thus the system of equations (1) - (4) can be recorded in

kind [43:

p 3 a .
-- + -ipv = O0 ; (8)

1t =1

t + i% iAe - kRn i  ; (9)

pu 3

--- + -- 1 *j pi =0; (IO) I



dt 1 dp Qr
-- = (II)
dt p dt p

5 hap dTe dpI 5 P = d + Qe - (12)
2 m dt dt e 

( 2 )

p=pR(T + laT); Pe= aPR e , (13)
where

5 a
h =-R (T+ aTe ) +- ;

2 mA

a = n /(n + nA) Ane/p; R = k/mA;

k =i(neTe ) ; k r=P(ne,Te).
e e e r( 2 x

e A ei' eA= ( 3 / 2 )nenA[ 8 kTe/( e)7] /2

S [ (T- T)/Te]kTe(me/mA)<eA>;

Qei= neni(e 4 /mi)[8e/(kTe)] /2 (T - Te)/Te] A

For optically thick plasmas ratios for Qe, Qr and Qe can be
submitted in kind [4]:

5 dn
' = + -(I +  kT)e; Qr =0; Qr = 0.S dt

The equations of conservation (8), movement (10) and energy(11) are recorded for plasma as a whole. Equation of energy forelectrones (12) excludes the practical energy whereas it is smallin comparison with internal energy. The equation (9) is possibleto be recorded in kind:

SP2 -a) p 3 a3

- ipav = .- a( - a) - k r )
1=A A

SAs is shown in [4] in enough wide range of parameters, res-
izilng in supersonic source, equation of energy for electrones has

the kind of balance T(T 3 - T ) = Cn e . Thus
e e =u. (I4)

In [41 system of equation of kind (8) was resolved numerical-ly by method of characteristics.
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Numerical technique

I:. ;synamics the wide distribution has received the time-
-dependent method. The method is in detail described in [7]. For
research of expansion of partially ionized gas the time-dependent
method was applied in work [81 in appendix to account of current
in nozzle of nonequilibrum plasma. This method is based on appli-
cation of non-stationary equations of plasmadynamics and receipti-
on with their helps of decision for stationary flow as utmost con-
dition at t-+ x.

In frameworks of finite volumes method the differential equa-
tions, which describe the current of inviscid non heat conductive
nonequilibrum gas, are recorded in form of integrated conservationlaws. The equations (8)-(11) for two-dimensional and axisymmetric
plasma flow in Cartesian coordinates can be submitted in kind,
similar [91:

at FED + J2kda = , (15)

S o0

where

P 0' p(g-) *0 *

pa pa(q-X) e
F= pu A= pu(q-X) + piz  = 0

Pv pvu(-X) + pl 0

pE pE(q-X) + p 0

E-e F - conservative variabl vectors; A - conservative variabiVect-S.r of flux; o - surface, which liirits the given volume ele-
mne:, ihas the external normal n and mo.ves with speed X; q=ul+ i -

ty vector; u, i- the components in directions x and y of-' s '-:. *' .co'rdinates; p, p - density and pressure; E - the spe: -

2 rA C_ A 2

-- , . -D - ra.; c 9 7) 1 0 f ch-ariZe cOP07c'nents f-r-rmation as a rp??ult of crI-

S iffe'-: en,-.e .? g v..: f:.r-ulat.:- from usual for-.. of re. :,r-
';- ' the ci e . s In:uded in determin-ng eoueai-

1 '. e in e- .n- cp-pends on the time. For numeri-:l
.-: eua::ns -) havee advantages, as they are

...... - .~r*. "i h "E 's o:I rcitrary form with mobile sides. Tt.n. t ac .ut , -ea wit: free boundaries, as fa" -
. c.:.r.-.t -e.ni,.u ion ,:f grid cells directly d urni

I
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T:- fi:.wfid considered is situated between surfaces cf body
(incl-.i nzle end face), surface of change, some surface

through the which plasma outflows from the area and plane of sym-
metry. At finite pressure in environment the area of free expansi-
on for nozzle end face is limited by shock waves, at outflow in
vacuum the extent of free expansion area becomes infinite.

At numerical simulation the calculation area is broken by two
families of lines on final numbers of elementary volumes (cells).
The parameters of plasma for fixed moment of time t inside of each
cell are considered constant, definite on its volume and varying
only at transition from one cell to other. We determine the si-
tuation of any cell in limits of constructed grid by set of in-
dexes k, m (k=0,..., K; m=O,..., N).

For each elementary cell the relations (15) are executed. The
set of gasdynamic parameters in all cells at the time tn repre-
sents the known decision on layer with index n. The decision on
layer n+1 (tn+=tn+At, t - the step till time) is calculated by
means of application of obvious approximations for equations (15)
in frameworks of finite volumes method

nk /2,m-1/2 = L(At)La()L (At)'-/2 , / (I7)

where the operator of transition L(At) has the form

.+1 =n
k-1/2,m-1/2 - m-/2 - (I8)

-At [[A -)1/2,m - [ 3 - 1/2,m-1+

+ k,m-1/2 - A  -1 ,-1/ -1/2,m-1/2"

S-.' te tp indexes indicate on number of temporary layer, bottomr 't:.; -i AndeTes on numbers of calculation cell. Th- values with
.r-;' bottoms indexes-are calculatel on side o-,f calculation cell.

S-- v '-o.r, 'or-nerv.nous on directio,n with nom-al t: slie, and of
'"--'" - " .. ..... ....... -. h waY -,f tal :l-': c- fl.i: 7 I- C-fJ:- j

t n . the f finite-difference scheme. Given v;ork uses -e
:.-: , GCodnov finite-difference scherme. The operat :* r 1' defi-
th: values of parameters at the time of times _n + At on

i.r v-aues at the time of times tn at condition, that the c-llI. fl z " Y .ant. --".

.- : smalle--sised step t1.i tim , tin step I, : -i-
S-" .-ted f '. :-, -- a~~I: the operator L - ,

3 "-'/?.-l, =  -,'- '7^/ 2-. m-/ - T

I
Ij
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is applied repeatedly for each cell so many times , while the sum
of consecutive steps Et does not become to equal final time t.

The effect of cells movement is taken into account with help
of grids operator Lc(At)

1/2-1/2 1/2,m-1/2 -1/2,m-1/2 +  (20)

+ ( AJm-1/2 - ,m1/2m-12/2

Here AO=f(5,X ) - change of volume as a result of sides movement

of considered cell with speed K for time At. Thus the values F
on sides of cell are defined not by Godunov method [7] and out-
coming from new situation of mobile sides of grid cell.

The movement calculation of external boundary of area is exe-
cuted similarly that, as is described in 171. The movement of ex-
ternal boundary of area ceases at achievement by her of conditio-
nal boundaries of area of continuous flow, which is determined on
technique (2]. After determination of new situation of mobile bou-
ndaries of calculation area the grid generation pursuant to chosen
distribution law of gridpoints is proceeded (for example as it is
made in [7,10]). Account carries out the optimization of gridpo-
ints for maintenance of condition

Zp/h - 0,I, (21)

where 1 - local length of free run in direction of velocity

vector, h - the size of cell.
Pursuant to these calculations of one step of time it is pos-

sible to present in following sequence:
1) The movement velocity of mobile boundary sites of calcula-

ting area is determined [7];
2) The interediate value of parameters (18), (19) in cells

fixed (on moment of time tn) grids are calculated;
3) The new situation of gridpoints on given law of distribu-

tion is determined and their optimizations is carried out, if the
condition (21) is not executed;

4) The distribution of required parameters (20) on moment of
time tn+=tn+ At are calculated.

Hereinafter shall think, that the grid moves only in one di-
rection. The velocity component normal to side surface have only
those planes which belong to family of surfaces, including sur-
faces of change. The speed of sides, correspond to other direction
of grid is equal of zero.

The boundary conditions for the problem are as follows. The
soft boundary conditions with extrapolation of zero order were put
on free boundaries of calculaing area. On axis of symmetry -
nonflow condition. The combination boundary conditions were put on
boundary inverted to nozzle. On that sites of boundary, where the
flow run out from the calculation area - soft boundary conditions,
and on other sites - nonflow condition.

,. , , __ _ ,



The test ellaonand compari.Son o-_f recelveJI -results wit],
1a~~~~~ [41]o xaieo xsyrrnme-ric expanrsion nonequillbrur

J!asma from round nozz-Lle land expansioni of plasma from. rring or4 f
Were conducted.
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